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Answer FOUR (04) questions and no more, selecting TWO (02) from each part.
(Candidates will be penalized for illegible handwriting.)

PART A

CTRS is a multinational oompany engaged in land reclamation and construction,

incorporated under the laws of Mantora. It successfully bids to build a new city upon

land that it will reclaim from the sea, in the island state of Bayland. CTRS begins the

dredging work that has to take place prior to land reclamation and building, which it

proposes to carry out under the Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) model. However,

following protests from environmentalists who claim that the environmental impact

assessment was flawed, the project is temporarily halted. Elections are held soon after

this, and the government changes. The new government halts the project altogether,

claiming that it is not useful to the country, but was a comrpt deal of the previous

government. Neither the Bi-Lateral Investment Treaty between the two nations, nor the

contract between CTRS and Bayland have included dredging as part of the investment,

but the treaty contains a broader definition of the word "investment" than the contract,

defining it to include any preparatory work involving financial costs, that are necessary

for the purpose of the investment. The treaty also calls for "full protection" to be given

to the investment. CTRS institutes arbitration proceedings against Bayland at the

International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). Bayland

contests the arbitration on the grounds that no investment has taken place, and that

therefore there is no dispute to arbitrate. The contract between the two parties is silent

on whether local remedies should be resorted to as a pre-condition to arbitration.
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01. As a counsel for CTRS, how would you argue that there has been expropriation in this

scenario?

Does that fact that the treaty has a more inclusive definition of the word "investment"

than the contract, make any difference to your answer?

With reference to ihe various standards of treatment that are found in investment law,

and suitable examples, discuss what is r,neant by "full protection" of an investment.

Answer ALL THREE parts:

a) Analyse the impact ofthe local remedies rule on dispute resolution in investment

cases.

b) Based on the provisions of the Arbitration Act No. 11 of 1995, critique the

arbitrability of the case scenario given above.

c) Comment on the difference between recognition and enforcernent of an arbitral

award, and the impact of each of these on a losing party, focusing on the

Arbitration Act No. 11 of 1995.

PART B

"Newly Liberalised States retaliated against the concession agreements that they had

been forced to enter into during the period of colonial oppression, by wresting control

of those sectors in which those agreements were made."

Analyse the effectiveness of those measures, using suitable examples.

Every investment agreement is only as powerful as the terms and conditions under

which it is made. Assuming that you were advising an investor, select two such clauses

that you would include into the agreement, explaining precisely what the expected

outcome of these clauses would be, and analyse in what manner the other.parfy could

seek to alter the outcome brought in by the clauses you proposed.

02.

03.

04.

05.
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Q0. Answer BOTH parts:

a) "Host States,though often perceived as weaker parties, do in reality wield much

power over the investment. The secret lies in the timing."

Comment on this statement, uslng suitable examples.

b) When Home States seek to regulate investors abroad, their objectives often

oonflict with those of Host States. Identifying these objectives, assess the

validity of the measures taken by Home States to control investors abroad.

a) Thd World Trade Organisation (WTO) has introduced nsw rules that have the

potential to impact on investment. Selecting two of these rules, critique their

ability to potentially affect investment in Sri Lanka.

b) Answer both (i) and (ii):

i. "As Sri Lanka seeks to atffact more investors, a worrying factor is that

there is no competition law in place to regulate the type of behaviour often

exhibited by these investors."

Using examples, explain what type of behaviour is exhibited by foreign

investors, and what feafures any legislation on competition should possess, to

regulate this behaviour.

ii. Fire Gas Intemational Inc. (Fire Gas), atransnational corporation (TNC),

is Zindia's importer and distributor of leading brands of domestic gas cookers,

an essential household item among Zindia's customers. Fire Gas represents

approximatelty 60% of the Zindian market. Fire Gas's main competitor,

Cooking Gas International Inc. (Cooking Gas), another TNC, represents about
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40% of the Zindian markel for gas cookers. Spark Gas (Pvr.) Ltd (spark Gas),

a local company, supplies gas for a greater spectrum of customers in Zindia.

Fire Gas developed a very efficient distribution system and has authorized

resellers and repairers in different parts in Zindia. Fire Gas supplies parts and

training to its authorized resellers and repairers. It has imposed two conditions

on its authorized resellers namely, that they cannbt sell gas cookers of Cooking

Gas and, if a customer returns a faulty cooker to a reseller, the reseller must

obtain servicing spare parts and repair services florn an authorized repairer.

Fire Gas enter into a discounting arrangement with Spark Gas to offer huge

discounts to the Fire Gas customers. As a result the non- Fire Gas customers

are required to pay 1070 more than the price paid by Fire Gas customers to

pwchase gas. Market surveys shows that Fire Gas's sales of gas cookers are

increasing very fast,

Discuss the above issues under the framework of competition law identifying

the specific restrictive practices that have been adopted in the above situation

by Fire Gas.

*. ** rc*
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